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Abstract—Delay-Tolerant Networking allows forwarding data
bundles over space networks whose dynamics create a discon-
nected state for extended periods. Routing in such an environ-
ment is challenging and central for effective end-to-end data
delivery. In this study, we enhance the routing accuracy Contact
Graph Routing (CGR) by introducing a Cognitive Element
(CE). The core idea revolves around establishing a data-driven
methodology where the CE uses regression based on selected
inputs to estimate the average single-hop bundle delivery time.
This estimation is then integrated into the time progression step
of CGR’s shortest-path algorithm. By doing so, one-hop bundle
times can be accurately predicted, taking into account various
factors such as, specific Convergence Layer Adapter (CLA)
behavior, configuration parameters, and random factors like the
probability of packet drops and the use of unreliable contacts.
The end result is a performance enhancement for bundle paths.
The paper evaluates the idea from an implementation-agnostic
perspective, assessing the performance advantages of using the
CE with CGR. Additionally, the study assesses the potential
performance degradation associated with reduced prediction
accuracy, which may arise due to partial data or limitations
of the regression model. The evaluation is carried out using a
simulated Earth-Moon network context, with realistic values for
contact features and considering unreliable contacts. The study
provides insights into the practical implications of the proposed
approach.

Keywords-delay-tolerant networking; routing; reliability; per-
formance evaluation; cognitive networking

I. INTRODUCTION

Space Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are crucial in fa-

cilitating communication among spacecraft, rovers, orbiters,

landers, and ground stations in space exploration missions

that often times involve significant signal propagation delays

because of the long-distance communication links and periods

of signal disruption due to celestial bodies obstructing line-of-

sight communication paths and other factors. Routing is a key

component of space DTNs that determines the store-carry-

and-forward communication path for data bundles. The pre-

planned nature of these networks simplifies the routing task,

as contact opportunities can be anticipated from the expected

positions of nodes as derived from orbital calculations. These

calculations not only identify link obstructions but also provide

the information required for a link budget analysis. Contact

Graph Routing (CGR) leverages the contact information to dis-

tributively compute the optimal next-hop for bundles achieving

data forwarding efficiency.

This work was supported by grant #80NSSC22K0259 from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

However, it is relevant to point out that, despite the deter-

ministic assumption of contacts in scheduled DTNs, variations

can still arise due to a multitude of factors. For instance,

cloud coverage can bring large signal attenuation at high

radio frequencies and in free-space optical links that can

disrupt expected contacts between an orbiter and a ground

node. Node malfunction and antenna misalignment issues may

also occur randomly preventing contact realizations. Moreover,

operational priorities may dynamically change resulting in the

re-assignment of expected contacts to a different application.

These observations are aligned with the evolution of Oppor-

tunistic Contact Graph Routing (OCGR) [1], which explores

the potential utilization of non-scheduled contacts associated

with a calculated confidence level. OCGR introduces a shift in

the path search methodology of CGR, allowing the discovery

of the k-shortest paths and the assessment of path reliability.

Extending this concept further, it can be assumed that all

contacts in a DTN have an opportunistic nature, including

scheduled contacts, as they may randomly fail as discussed.

Therefore, at least the path searching part of OCGR can

be widely applicable to optimize unreliable DTN scenarios,

provided each contact can be associated with a confidence

level.

One limitation of CGR (and OCGR) is that the time pro-

gression step of each bundle forwarding within the path search

algorithm assumes ideal transmission conditions. Buffering

information is considered unavailable beyond the links lead-

ing to neighboring nodes, therefore not fully accounting for

queuing delays. Additionally, protocol dynamics, including the

convergence-layer adapter (CLA), particularly concerning the

handling of packet losses through retransmissions, are largely

overlooked. These factors contribute to differences between

the calculated times within the CGR path search algorithm

and the actual bundle forwarding performance, potentially

impacting routing optimally.

In this paper, we explore the integration of a Cognitive

Element (CE) into CGR to enhance routing performance. The

fundamental idea is that the CE can generate accurate one-

hop bundle time calculations, aiding the CGR shortest-time

algorithm in identifying the best paths after considering their

realistic performance. The main contributions of this work

include:

1) The concept of a CE to forecast the average single-hop

bundle delivery time to be used in the time progression

step of CGR. The core idea is to introduce a data-

driven approach that will help identifying the best path
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considering factors that include specific Convergence-

Layer Adapted (CLA) behavior and its configuration

parameters, as well as random factors, such as packet

drops and the use of unreliable contacts .Since the

approach is data-driven, the CE could be trained either

offline using an analytical model or historical data, or

progressively online with real measurements to achieve

accurate predictions. This approach eliminates the need

for modifications to the CGR algorithm to account for

uncertain contacts and other random factors. Thus, it

removes the need for searching for the k-shortest paths,

as implemented in OCGR.

2) An evaluation of the performance impact of the lim-

itations of the CE in producing accurate bundle time

estimations. The CE provides a function that maps the

known network state to forecast the time required for

a bundle to reach the next hop. The limitations of the

method are therefore related to the accuracy of the net-

work state. knowledge, particularly because the required

information may not necessarily be available at the

nodes. This study provides an implementation-agnostic

assessment of the performance advantages and limita-

tions of the CE, identifying the performance bounds of

the method across two variations regarding the severity

of assumptions involving the network state. In the first

case, only local state information, which is normally

available to standard CGR, is assumed. The second case

requires global knowledge, i.e., information external

to the node, and gives the best case scenario. The

evaluation is conducted within the context of an Earth-

Moon network [2], employing approximately realistic

values for contact features and considering unreliable

contacts. The evaluation provides insight into the impact

of imperfect CE model predictions on end-to-end bundle

routing performance.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section

II offers a summary of related works pertinent to this study.

Section III elaborates on the CE method. Section IV discusses

the evaluation scenario and simulation assumptions. Section

V presents the results showing the application of the CE in

optimizing bundle flow over an Earth-Moon network. Lastly,

concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

The reliability of DTN protocols remains a dynamic area

of research with application to many ambitious missions

[2]. A feature that characterizes space DTNs is the use of

scheduled contacts, commonly used jointly with the Bundle

Protocol (BP) [3], [4] and Contact Graph Routing (CGR) [5],

which begins by constructing a graph, where vertices denote

active contacts and links represent logical transitions between

contacts—where one contact’s endpoint aligns with the next

contact’s starting point, feasible within a defined time frame.

While this process incorporates factors, such as transmission

time, propagation delay, and network disruptions, buffering

delays are typically overlooked due to the distributed nature

of the algorithm, as this information is normally inaccessible.

The performance of CGR in scenarios involving unreliable

links has been explored in various contexts, including satellite

constellations [6] and random networks [7]. Reliability has

been mainly addressed by BP custody [8] and CLA design

via retransmissions, e.g., the Licklider Transmission Protocol

(LTP). For experimental results, see for example [9]–[11].

These studies have shed light on CGR’s vulnerabilities con-

cerning contact failure rates and random losses. An extension

known as Opportunistic CGR (OCGR) investigates the poten-

tial integration of nonscheduled contacts—either discovered

or predicted—into CGR’s standard path search algorithm,

assigning them a confidence level. OCGR maintains a record

of the contact history of nonscheduled contacts to predict

future contacts, alongside their associated properties and confi-

dence levels, calculated based on available contact history [1].

Discovered contacts are assigned a unit confidence [12] and the

resulting route is assigned a delivery confidence derived from

the product of the confidence levels of the contacts involved. In

recent iterations, the implementation of OCGR [13] evaluates

path candidates based on their arrival confidence, considering

a predefined margin from the highest confidence level.

Additional related methods to this work include Roam-

ing DTN (RDTN) [14] that integrates roaming nodes with

unpredictable motion, Best Routing Under Failures (BRUF)

[15], where the routing process is conceptualized as a Markov

Decision Process, with certain state transitions becoming

probabilistic due to the limited reliability of specific contacts

and Routing under Uncertain Contact Plans (RUCoP) [16],

[17] that introduces a multiple-copy Markov Decision Process.

Also related, is the Cognitive Space Gateway (CSG) [18]

where routing decisions are delegated to a Spiking Neural

Network which is continually trained after the bundle trans-

missions using a reinforcement learning approach.

This paper presents an alternative approach to enhance

CGR performance, a method known for its computational

efficiency and practicality, but limited in handling random

factors impacting single-hop bundle transmissions, such as

packet losses and contact failures. Unlike previous approaches,

this method modifies the conventional one-hop bundle time

calculations. Specifically, it introduces the idea of using a cog-

nitive element designed to accurately predict average bundle

transmission times. While the implementation of this cognitive

element is expected to utilize a neural network or similar

structure, this study evaluates its limitations without specifying

a particular technology. Instead, it offers widely applicable

findings focused on determining performance bounds based

on assumptions regarding available network state information

used as inputs to the CE.

III. COGNITIVE EXTENSION AND CGR

CGR uses a decentralized approach where the next hop is

calculated as soon as a bundle is received by each DTN node

on the path by recomputing the best route to destination.
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A. Standard Mechanisms

The method requires knowledge of the network contact plan

listing all future contacts, which is distributed to the DTN

nodes in advance The i-the entry in the contact plan is the tuple

(Ii,Fi, Ti,Si, Ei,Ri,Oi, ri) that includes a contact identifier

Ii, the sending Fi and receiving node Ti identifiers, the start Si

and end Ei times the transmission rate Ri and the propagation

delay or one-way light time Oi that depends on the distance

between the nodes. The term ri, 0 ≤ ri ≤ 1, is the contact

confidence OCGR [1].

To determine routing for each desired destination, CGR

builds a contact graph G = (V,E) using each contact entry

in the plan as a vertex minus the entries containing excluded

nodes (e.g., known failed nodes). A contact graph is a directed

acyclic graph whose edges represent the time periods of forced

data buffering due to the corresponding link disruption. An

edge exists when two contacts are logically connected, which

happens when the destination node of the first contact matches

the sending node of the second contact and the latter expires

after the first. The target contact of an edge is called the

proximate of the first contact. CGR derives the next hop for

the bundle from the shortest path on the contact graph between

two auxiliary vertices that represent the root and terminal

contacts. These auxiliary contacts involve a zero-cost contact

between the current DTN node and the destination node to

themselves. Starting from the root, a graph traversal based on

Dijkstra’s algorithm iteratively tracks the bundle transmission

progress in the network by estimating its arrival time as it is

forwarded over contacts that are logically connected. That is,

if ti represents the bundle arrival time calculated at vertex i,

the algorithm evaluates the proximate vertices j and greedily

chooses the one offering the smallest tj . Specifically, the

evaluation of the proximate vertex j, yields the following

arrival time.

tj =

{

ti +Oj Si ≤ ti
Sj +Oj Si > ti

(1)

The calculation does not include transmission time, but that

metric is utilized to determine the remaining data volume for

transmissions. This additional step enables the consideration

of whether given contacts are likely to be already fully

booked. However, this assessment is restricted to contacts

leading to neighboring nodes, as information beyond that

scope is unavailable. The output of the algorithm is the path

P = v0, v1, . . . , vk, where vi ∈ V is a contact and v0, vk
are the auxiliary contact entries for the source and sink nodes

respectively. If tk is the estimated time to deliver the bundle

to the end contact based on (1) for each step, the objective of

the algorithm is to minimize tk among all possible paths from

v0 to vk in G.

B. Cognitive Element

The central idea of this paper is to enhance the route

selection quality in CGR by refining the accuracy of the

single-step bundle forwarding time calculation. This involves

substituting the computation outlined in (1) with the output

of a cognitive element (CE) designed to accurately predict the

time needed to deliver a bundle to the next hop, accounting for

the segmentation, transmission and retransmission times of the

convergence-layer adapter, buffering delays, and the reliability

of contacts, among other factors:

tj = ti + yj (2)

where yj = fθ(x) represents the output of a regression

function fθ given the specified system state x and the model

parameters θ.

A second modification concerns the interpretation of tj ,

which now represents the average time to reach the next hop,

rather than the precise definition in CGR. This change is

required to properly take into account probabilistic factors,

such as transmission errors and contact failures. The idea is

that these probabilistic factors will affect the one-hop bundle

delivery time along the path adding uncertainty into the calcu-

lation of the final delivery time. With this reinterpretation of tj ,

the shortest path algorithm of CGR requires no modification.

It continues to identify the route with the smallest average

time of arrival tk (instead of precise time), but now able to

accommodate random factors affecting the paths.

In this study, we keep the concept of introducing a CE

to CGR separated from its implementation on purpose, rec-

ognizing that diverse techniques may be used to define this

element. Possible mechanisms encompass a range of neu-

ral network architectures, including multi-layer feedforward,

convolutional, generative adversarial, recurrent (such as Long

Short-Term Memory Networks), autoencoders, graph neural

networks, and more. These mechanisms can be implemented

using either continuous activation or spiking neurons. Given

the potential variations in prediction accuracy resulting among

different techniques, our focus is in assessing the performance

bounds attained with the introduction of the CE concept

and understanding the performance implications of imperfect

prediction accuracy by fθ(x). In particular, we focus on

studying two variations for fθ(x). The first case, which is

labeled CE-A, considers fθ(x) providing an estimation of

the average one-hop bundle time that aggregates the bundle

transmission time, propagation delay, and contact reliability.

The latter factor probabilistically extends the one-hop bundle

time when one or more contacts to the neighbor node fail. The

second case, CE-B, considers all factors of the former case but

adds buffering times.

Regarding the training of the models, it is worth noting that

CE-A is comparatively easier to train since it only requires

local state information, such as the parameters available in

the contact plan: transmission rate, propagation delay, and

confidence level (an estimation of contact reliability). CE-B

requires predicting the global state, as the buffer occupancy

levels are dynamic. To maintain the study’s focus on evaluating

the effectiveness of the CE concept rather than discussing

specific approaches, we omit further details of the training

phase for these models.
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IV. EVALUATION SCENARIO

To evaluate the advantages and limitations of the CE in

improving CGR optimality, we consider an Earth-Moon com-

munication scenario where data periodically collected by a

rover on the Moon must be delivered to a terrestrial sink. The

focus is on observing the time required to deliver the data with

and without the CE extension, and on assessing the impact of

the network state knowledge used by the CE. To this end, two

simulators were developed. The first simulator generates the

contact plan by estimating the locations of nodes using orbital

calculations and accounting for both Earth’s and Moon’s

rotation and translation, which helps determine transmission

opportunities in the scenario. The second simulator evalu-

ates routing performance through event-driven simulations of

bundle transmissions and buffering, with considerations for

potential contact failures.

In the simulation, the traffic originates from a Lunar rover

positioned on the far side of the Moon, with three orbital relays

available to forward the data to Earth: LO1, LO2, and LO3.

For simplicity, Keplerian orbits were used and the contact

opportunities were determined solely by line-of-sight consid-

erations. These orbits are characterized by inclinations of 10,

40, and -40 degrees, and Right Ascension of the Ascending

Node (RAAN) values of 4.462, 90, and 40 respectively. It is

relevant to emphasize that these orbits are not representative

of existing lunar satellites but were defined to facilitate the

establishment of contacts of varying durations with the rover

and the Earth stations.

The terrestrial ground stations are modeled to match with

the locations of the Deep-Space Communication (DSN) com-

plexes in Canberra, Madrid, and Goldstone. The sink is

assumed to be situated in Houston, with a permanent link

established from each DSN location to Houston. Propagation

delays for the contacts were determined based on the distance

between the nodes involved and for the terrestrial links, i.e.,

from each of the DSN nodes to the Houston node, the

propagation delay was calculated based on the as-the-crow-

flies distance plus a 20% margin to accommodate cable routing

overhead. Table I provides the average and standard deviation

of the contact characteristics between the rover and the lunar

orbiters, as well as between the lunar orbiters and the terrestrial

stations

The transmission rate for the terrestrial (wired) links was

fixed to 2 Mbps whereas all wireless transmissions were set

to 100 Kbps. In all cases, the links are also assumed to be

affected by negligible bit error rates (BER). Also, it is assumed

that all contacts are reliable except for the orbiter to ground

station links given the long distance involved. In particular,

one link is assumed to be severed affected. The reliability of

the links originated at each orbiter were set to 0.95, 0.85,

and 0.5 respectively. In this context, CGR defines for each

generated bundle by the rover which orbiter will handle the

bundle forwarding to Earth and which ground station will

receive the bundle before forwarding it to the sink. Bundles are

not associated with a finite deadline and the DTN buffers are

TABLE I. AVERAGE (µ) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (σ) OF CONTACT

DURATIONS AND PERIOD LENGTHS (TIME BETWEEN CONSECUTIVE

CONTACTS) FOR THE EARTH-MOON EVALUATION NETWORK.

Contact type Duration µ Duration σ Period µ Period σ

Rover to LO1 13.0 1.9 91.4 3.4
Rover to LO2 10.4 3.8 90.6 10.3
Rover to LO3 13.3 2.5 91.1 6.5
LO1 to Madrid 55.0 10.8 149.7 186.7
LO1 to Canberra 53.7 12.8 160.9 217.7
LO1 to Goldstone 55.3 9.5 147.1 185.2
LO2 to Madrid 56.7 19.0 147.5 181.6
LO2 to Canberra 61.2 12.0 170.4 229.9
LO2 to Goldstone 58.9 16.6 147.9 189.4
LO3 to Madrid 69.8 15.1 152.3 196.4
LO3 to Canberra 75.7 67.4 178.6 239.4
LO3 to Goldstone 68.8 16.7 146.6 194.4

assumed to be large enough to ignore the impact of buffer

overflows, so bundles that miss any given contact simply

continue waiting in the buffer for future service.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The routing performance of the CE for CGR is evaluated

based on the average delivery time, which represents the

average response time of the bundle flow. CE-based predic-

tions are mathematically obtained from the defined inputs

to ensure general applicability and independence from any

specific regression method. This evaluation is conducted under

simulation conditions where buffer capacities are uncapped, bit

error rates (BER) are negligible, and no deadlines are imposed

on bundle delivery times. With these conditions, the risk of

bundle loss is minimal. Bundles are generated at a constant

rate of one every 100 seconds, while the bundle size is varied

as an experimental parameter to observe routing performance

across different traffic load levels.

A. Impact of the Offered Load

Figure 1 depicts the average response time for bundles.

The response time of a bundle is calculated as the difference

between its arrival time at the sink and its generation time. This

metric aggregates transmission times, buffering durations, and

waiting periods for contacts along the selected path. The re-

sults show the 95% confidence interval of the acquired samples

for each observation point. As depicted in Figure 1, the average

time required to transmit small files is approximately one hour.

This duration is primarily determined by the waiting times

for the next contact opportunities, given that buffering and

transmission times are negligible under light traffic conditions.

Additionally, this times accounts for the impact of contact

failures. With increasing file sizes, there is a corresponding

rise in both storage and transmission demands, resulting in an

increase in the average response time.

For baseline performance, A-CGR is CGR with the exclu-

sion of contacts less reliable than a predetermined threshold.

This threshold was set to 0.9. A-CGR is functionally similar to

O-CGR but simpler to implement. It is worth noting that the

exclusion of low-reliable contacts leads to a better response

time compared to the conventional CGR approach for both
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light and heavy traffic loads. The simulations suggest that the

results may reverse for a range of offered loads where the

additional capacity of the excluded contacts may contribute

to better distribute the traffic load despite with low reliability.

Both cognitive extensions for CGR offer significantly lower

delay than CGR and A-CGR with a performance that is almost

indistinguishable for light loads. Because CE-A does not

predict the impact of the queuing delay, it produces degraded

performance compared to CE-B as buffers start filling up with

heavier traffic loads. This degradation becomes evident around

20 kB/s, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Average bundle delivery time as a function of the offered load.

B. Impact of the Prediction Error

A second set of experiments were run to quantify the

impact of prediction errors in the cognitive methods to forecast

bundle transmission times. To achieve control over the error

level, deviations where introduced to the ideal prediction y as

follows:

y′ = max{ymin, y ×N (1, σe)} (3)

where ymin is a lower threshold (0.1 in the tests) and N (1, σe)
is a sample from a normal distribution with unit mean and

standard deviation σe. The value y′ is used in place of y in the

shortest path algorithm when advancing the bundle progress

time.

The value of σe in (3) is a controllable error factor in the

experiments that models the accuracy of the cognitive unit in

producing bundle transmission times predictions. Basically, it

tells on average how many times smaller (if less than one) or

larger (otherwise) the cognitive predictions are compared to

the actual values.

Observations were collected for two reference traffic load

points: 10 kB/s (Figure 2) and 30 kB/s (Figure 3). The

results illustrate that small deviations in the predicted values

from the actual values produce strong degradation with mean

response times increasing sharply for error factors deviating

the prediction approximately up to four times the actual values.

This observation is applicable to both cognitive prediction

methods. With larger errors, the performance continues to

degrade but at a smaller rate. Interestingly, an error factor

of around 30 is required to make CE-A perform similarly to

conventional CGR at either load level whereas CE-B was able

to perform better than CGR regardless how large the error

factor value.
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Figure 2. Impact of the prediction error σe for a traffic load of 10 kB/s.
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Figure 3. Impact of the prediction error σe for a traffic load of 30 kB/s.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study demonstrates the efficacy of inte-

grating a cognitive element into CGR to enhance routing accu-

racy in a DTN. By leveraging a data-driven methodology, the

CE aims to predict average single-hop bundle delivery times,

considering various factors such as CLA protocol behavior

(e.g., retransmission dynamics), configuration parameters, and

random factors like packet drops and the presence of unreliable

contacts.
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Comprehensive simulations conducted within an Earth-

Moon network simulated context, assuming realistic contact

features and accounting for unreliable contacts, significant im-

provements in routing performance were observed with the CE

compared to the conventional CGR approach. This was evident

when considering both regular network information available

at a DTN node, i.e., the information contained in the contact

plan, and extending this information to include network-wide

buffer occupancies, i.e., global information. Unsurprisingly,

the latter assumption yielded the largest routing performance

improvement, with average end-to-end times reduced by 2 to

4 times, particularly for traffic loads exceeding 20 kBs in the

tests, i.e., under congestion. However, even in the absence

of global information, the CE achieved approximately 25 to

50% lower bundle delivery times on average compared to the

standard CGR approach.

This study conducted an implementation-agnostic assess-

ment of the proposed approach by using an analytic definition

of the CE and the prediction errors. In practice, the CE is

expected to be provided by a neural network or related mecha-

nism, whose structure, training algorithm, and data availability

and quality will determine its regression accuracy. The study

highlights the likely performance degradation induced by such

regression errors. Interestingly, the results suggest that the CE

method is particularly sensitive to small errors. Notably, a

Gaussian error with a standard deviation of 4 or less was found

to double the average end-to-end delivery time for bundles,

while larger errors had a comparatively smaller impact. These

findings emphasize the benefits of employing a cognitive

networking approach to optimize space DTN performance and

the importance of designing an accurate CE. Future research

is needed to develop the practical application of this concept.
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